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Abstract
Quantification of brain morphology has become an important cornerstone in
understanding brain structure. Measures of cortical morphology such as thick-
ness and surface area are frequently used to compare groups of subjects or
characterise longitudinal changes. However, such measures are often treated as
independent from each other.
A recently described scaling law, derived from a statistical physics model
of cortical folding, demonstrates that there is a tight covariance between three
commonly used cortical morphology measures: cortical thickness, total surface
area, and exposed surface area.
We show that assuming the independence of cortical morphology measures
can hide features and potentially lead to misinterpretations. Using the scaling
law, we account for the covariance between cortical morphology measures and
derive novel independent measures of cortical morphology. By applying these
new measures, we show that new information can be gained; in our example we
show that distinct morphological alterations underlie healthy ageing compared
to temporal lobe epilepsy, even on the coarse level of a whole hemisphere.
We thus provide a conceptual framework for characterising cortical mor-
phology in a statistically valid and interpretable manner, based on theoretical
reasoning about the shape of the cortex.
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1. Introduction
Since magnetic resonance imaging has become widely available, the quan-
tification of brain morphology has become a standard tool. Differences in brain
morphology between a control and a comparator cohort are often reported for
many processes in health and disease. Alterations in brain morphology, how-
ever, may be non-specific; many processes appear to be associated with similar
changes. For example, in healthy ageing, many studies report a thinning of the
cortex as the predominant characteristic (e.g. [1, 2]). Similarly, many brain
disorders (e.g. bipolar disorder [3], schizophrenia [4], temporal lobe epilepsy
[5], and Alzheimers disease [6]) also feature cortical thinning as the predomi-
nant cortical alteration compared to controls. Such observations can lead to
nave conceptualisations, e.g. that the biological processes determining cortical
thickness are particularly “fragile”, or that certain brain disorders are the re-
sult of “premature ageing”. In this study, we demonstrate that such concepts
are inferences based on a univariate view of the brain morphology data. When
considering a multivariate view, accounting for covariance, the alterations in
different processes can be shown to be more specific and distinct.
One such multivariate view of brain morphology data has been proposed in
the context of quantifying cortical folding. Based on a statistical physics model
describing cortical folding, Mota et al. predicts that cortical thickness T , cortical
surface area At, and exposed surface area Ae should be tightly linked by a scaling
law At
√
T = kA
5/4
e , where k is a constant. This equation has been derived based
on the assumption that the cortex is a tissue of finite thickness that folds in a
way that balances compressive mechanical forces (e.g. axonal tension in white
matter and cerebral spinal fluid pressure [7, 8]) with the imperative that it must
be self-avoiding. The resulting scaling law has been confirmed by empirical data
across mammalian species[9], individual humans[10], and even across different
lobes of the same brain[11]. This scaling implies a tight covariance of the three
morphological variables, whereby changes in one variable must be balanced by
changes in the other variables. Conceptually, this means that, for example,
if cortical thickness and total surface area are specified (by, e.g., the specifics
of various neuroproliferative pathways during development), then its exposed
area and volume follow as a physical consequence. More succinctly, cortical
morphology variables are not independent of each other and and cannot to vary
freely.
The practical implication of the scaling law is that the three morpholog-
ical quantities of cortical thickness, cortical surface area, and corresponding
exposed surface area should not be treated independently when assessing brain
morphology. Independent comparisons of these quantities may result in incor-
rect conclusions when not accounting for the covarying morphological features.
For example, comparing cortical thickness between two groups without account-
ing for differences in surface area and exposed area (morphological covariates)
would be as naive as comparing an Alzheimer’s group against a control group
without accounting for group differences in age (a biological covariate).
Is there then a more systematic way of analysing cortical morphology that
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accounts for the covariance between morphological variables? The scaling law
itself provides a natural way forward. In mathematical terms, the scaling law
provides a “principal component” decomposition of the three morphological
variables, and the resulting components are independent of each other and can
be used to quantify cortical morphology. We will demonstrate this principle
and show that brain disorders (temporal lobe epilepsy in our example) that ap-
pear morphologically similar to ageing actually undergo distinct morphological
changes to ageing.
2. Methods
2.1. Data and Demographics
To study the alterations associated with ageing, we used T1 and T2 weighted
MRI brain scans from The Cambridge Centre for Ageing and Neuroscience
(Cam-CAN) dataset (available at http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/datasets/
camcan/ [12, 13]). To study the alterations associated with temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE), we used the same subjects as in Taylor et al. [14] and fo-
cused on the T1 weighted images. Cam-CAN used a 3T Siemens TIM Trio
System with 1 mm isotropic voxel size (for more details see [12, 13]). The
TLE dataset was obtained on a 3T GE Signa HDx scanner (General Electric,
Waukesha, Milwaukee, WI) using a coronal T1-weighted volumetric acquisition
with 170 contiguous 1.1 mm thick slices (matrix, 256× 256; in-plane resolution,
0.9375× 0.9375 mm), for more details see [14].
From the Cam-CAN dataset we retained 644 subjects that successfully com-
pleted preprocessing (recon-all - see next section) without errors. From these
subjects we selected all subjects between 23 and 27 years old (inclusive) as our
reference cohort, and all subjects between 33 and 37 (inclusive) as the compari-
son cohort. This resulted in 34 subjects in the reference cohort and 56 subjects
in the comparison cohort. Note that in Supplementary Data, we show results
for more groups from the Cam-CAN dataset to demonstrate robustness of the
results. The TLE dataset included 53 patients with TLE (comparison cohort)
and 30 controls (reference cohort). The control cohort spans an age range of
19-64 years, and the TLE cohort spans an age range of 19-67 years.
2.2. Data processing
The MR images of both datasets were first preprocessed by the FreeSurfer
6.0 pipeline recon-all, which extracts the grey-white matter boundary as well
as the pial surface. These boundaries were then quality checked and manually
corrected where needed. Next, the relevant quantities (pial surface area, cortical
thickness, and exposed surface area) were extracted from the FreeSurfer output
files and assembled into one table (code is available in [15]). In the following,
the analysis is always hemisphere based, as in our previous work [9, 10]. We
did not perform a more regionalised analysis, which is also possible [11], as
we wish to demonstrate the principle of independent morphological variables
rather than describe the exact nature of morphological changes in a particular
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process. Future work using the principle demonstrated here may wish to include
regionalised measures, as we discuss later.
2.3. Scaling law analysis, and new morphological measures
Throughout the paper, we use a log-space representation of all variables to
allow us to combine variables linearly. We also chose variables that have all
dimensions of area (At, Ae and T
2) to allow an easier interpretation of the com-
bination of variables. In this representation, the scaling law logAt +
1
4 log T
2 =
log k + 54 logAe defines the plane along which most cortices are situated. By
isolating the parameter k, we can define a new vector K = log k = logAt −
5
4 logAe +
1
4 log T
2, perpendicular to this plane. We have previously hypothe-
sised K to be a combination of axonal tension and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF)
hydrostatic pressure. We thus call K the tension component. Note that K is
a constant for a homogeneous adult cohort of human subjects [10], and varies
little across species [9].
It is remarkable that k is a dimensionless quantity. This means that if
two cortices are isometrically scaled versions of one another (i.e., same shape,
different size), they will have the same K value. Mathematically, isometric
scaling means all areas, At, Ae, and T
2, are multiplied by a common numerical
factor. This corresponds to movement in the direction I = logAt + logAe +
log T 2, the so-called isometric component, which is perpendicular to K. For a
third and last element of our new set of orthogonal vectors, we use the cross-
product of K × I = S = 32 logAt + 34 logAe − 94 log T 2, or shape factor, as
the direction that is perpendicular to both K and I. K is determined by the
scaling law and we chose the directions of I based on the interpretability of the
isometric component. S is then simply the component that is perpendicular to
both K and I.
The parameter I captures all the information about the size of the struc-
ture. Changing I, while keeping the other parameters constant, corresponds to
isometrically shrinking or expanding a shape. One can think of the I parame-
ter, or coordinate, for any particular shape as a measure of size that carries no
information about shape.
Conversely, the plane K × S, henceforth called the isometric plane, carries
only information about shape, and is not affected by size or changes in overall
scaling. Any direction in this plane corresponds to the logarithm of a dimen-
sionless parameter (mathematically, the sum of its vector coefficients is zero).
In our definition of the new components, we did not normalise the compo-
nents (i.e. K,S and I have different length). This is because we standardise
(z-score) all subjects relative to the reference group, and normalise the data in
this way. However future application may want to use normalised vectors.
2.4. Age and sex correction
In order to investigate the effect of temporal lobe epilepsy alone, without the
confounding effects of age and sex, we linearly regress out the effect of age and
sex from all three log-transformed morphological variables cortical thickness,
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cortical surface area, and exposed surface area. We do this by deriving the
linear regression coefficients from the control cohort, and applying them to both
the control and the patient cohorts. Interaction between age and sex was not
modelled.
To study the effect of ageing, we used two groups within a small age range
(23-27 years old vs. 33-37 years old). Thus, we did not perform the age correc-
tion, but only a sex correction by performing a mean centering for both sexes
independently.
2.5. Statistical analysis
To statistically compare the effects of ageing and temporal lobe epilepsy, we
standardise all quantities relative to the respective control cohort and report all
effects in terms of effect sizes. This was achieved by converting all measures
in all subjects to z-scores relative to the mean and standard deviation of the
respective reference/control cohort. Hence, all quantities reported are in terms
of z-scores. To measure the mean difference between the reference cohort and the
comparison cohort (older ageing group or TLE cohort), we show the distribution
of bootstrapped means (over 100 resampling iterations) of the z-scores for both
groups as violin plots. Note that as we are using a distribution of bootstrapped
means, the mean of this distribution should be very close to zero in the reference
groups, but may not be exactly zero in all cases due to the stochastic nature of
bootstrapping.
To measure average effect between groups (termed d in the following), we
then form the difference between the average bootstrapped means (of reference
vs. comparison groups). Note that d is positive if the comparison group (older
age group, or TLE) has a higher mean value than the reference group, and vice
versa.
As we were interested in group effects of ageing and TLE, we focused our
attention only on the group mean estimation. The bootstrapping was a data-
driven way to obtain a more representative mean group effect that was not
driven by few outliers.
We also report p-values for statistical significance in the comparison of
groups, only with the purpose to be consistent with previous studies, but not
for subsequent use (e.g. to select features). All p-values are calculated using
the Wilcoxon ranksum test on the raw data (i.e not the bootstrapped means).
2.6. Data availability
Code for extraction of raw cortical measures can be found on Zenodo [16] and
Github: https://github.com/cnnp-lab/CorticalFoldingAnalysisTools.
Data underlying the figures in this paper and the corresponding code can be
found on Github: https://github.com/cnnp-lab/2020Wang_TLEFoldingHemi
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3. Results
3.1. Morphological changes in TLE appear to be the same as in ageing
In many diseases, average cortical thickness is the most consistently decreas-
ing variable relative to controls. Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is no exception.
In our data (Fig. 1), average cortical thickness of the entire ipsilateral hemi-
sphere (cortical ribbon) is substantially reduced in patients relative to controls
(d = −0.71, p = 0.0008). Total and exposed surface area do not appear sub-
stantially altered (|d| < 0.3, p > 0.05).
The same patterns of alteration are observed in the healthy ageing process.
In our cross-sectional data, cortical thickness is again substantially reduced in
older subjects (d = −0.69, p = 0.00004), while surface areas remain relatively
unaltered.
Given these parallel alterations in brain morphology, one might be tempted
to speculate that an accelerated ageing process underlies morphology alterations
in TLE (and other diseases showing the same pattern). However, we will demon-
strate in the following section that this would be an erroneous conclusion based
on raw and, in this case, less “informative” measures of brain morphology, anal-
ysed in a univariate manner, neglecting the covariance between these measures.
3.2. The universal scaling law describes covariance of raw morphology measures
Any given cortex can be represented as a point in the logAt× logAe× log T 2
space (Fig. 2A,B), which has units of area in all dimensions. By plotting the
TLE control cohort in this way, it is evident that the raw morphological measures
At, Ae, and T covary tightly in this space (Fig. 2. When superimposing the
plane described by the scaling law (logAt +
1
4 log T
2 = α logAe + log k, where
α is theoretically predicted to be 54 ), we can see that it fits well to describe
the covariance of the raw morphological measures (Fig. 2A,B,C). Both the TLE
control, as well as the patient group follow this scaling law (α slope 95% CI
1.1548 - 1.4260 and 0.9665 - 1.2827, respectively), also see Fig. 2C. Note that
because of age-correction, all controls line up on the plane described by log k =
K = 0.
In other words, the scaling law provides a decomposition of the raw morpho-
logical measures: The normal vector to the plane is (1,−1.25, 0.25) (Fig. 2D)
where the first, second, and third dimensions are At, Ae and T
2, respectively.
By calculating K = logAt − 1.25 logAe + 0.25T 2 we can obtain a value for K
for every cortex from their raw morphological measures Ae, At and T . Based
on our model [9], K can be interpreted as a combination of axonal tension and
CSF hydrostatic pressure [10, 11], we thus call K the tension term.
The vector (1, 1, 1) describing isometric scaling (i.e. changing At, Ae and T
2
by the same proportion, which is equivalent to stretching/shrinking the brain
in all direction equally) is perpendicular to the previous normal vector. We
choose this to be the second component as it has a direct interpretation, and it
is also independent of K in our dataset (Pearson’s ρ = 0.09, p = 0.45). Again,
it can be calculated as I = logAt + logAe + log T
2 (isometric term) from the
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Figure 1: Morphology changes in TLE appear similar to those in healthy ageing.
(A) Morphology changes in TLE in the ipsilateral hemisphere compared to a control cohort
measured as z-scores. Violin plots show the distribution of bootstrapped mean z-scores. Age
and sex correction was performed before the comparison. (B) Morphology changes in healthy
ageing comparing a younger and older group of adult subjects, measured as z-scores relative to
the younger subject group. Violin plots show the distribution of bootstrapped mean z-scores.
Sex correction was performed before the comparison. (A & B) All morphological measures
are in terms of a whole cortical hemisphere and log-scaled before analysis. Each hemisphere
was treated as a separate datapoint. Beeswarm plots with raw data points are presented in
Supplementary Data.
raw morphological variables. It can be understood to carry information about
the size of the cortex only, without containing any information about shape.
The third perpendicular vector that is the cross-product of the two previous
ones is ( 32 ,
3
4 ,− 94 ). We will call this the shape term S = 32 logAt + 34 logAe −
9
4 log T
2. Again, K and S are independent (Pearson’s ρ = 0.02, p = 0.85).
While I only carries information about size, K and S only carry information
about shape. This also means that for the same K (which is the case for all
healthy human adults of the same age [10]), S is the only term that describes
any changes in shape.
Here, the choice of I and S did not follow a data-driven principal component
analysis. Instead, we choose directions predicted by the scaling law and that
are interpretable, as our intention is to provide an illustrative demonstration of
7
a set of new independent morphological variables.
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Figure 2: Universal scaling law describes the covariance of the raw morphological
measures. (A) Three raw morphoplogy measures span a 3D space, where each cortex is a
data point (black dots). Here we used the control group in the TLE dataset as an example
for the purpose of illustration. The data points roughly lie on the plane described by the
universal scaling law (blue plane). (B) different viewing angle of the same data shown in (A).
(C) Projection of data into a 2D space, which was previously used to visualise the scaling
law. The blue line now represents the projected plane from (A) and (B). (D) 3D view of
scaling law plane and viewing angle as in (A). The normal vector of the scaling law plane (K)
is shown as a blue vector. Two perpendicular vectors (S and I) can be defined, and together
they span the 3D space. All morphological variables are logscaled and age corrected in this
figure. Cortical thickness is presented as thickness squared so that the 3D space has units of
area in all dimensions.
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3.3. The universal scaling law defines a new set of independent morphological
measures
To provide an intuitive understanding of the new morphological variables,
we provide a schematic illustration of the variables on a 2D shape (a circular
sinusoidal ribbon) in Fig. 3. We can intuitively parametrise this shape with the
overall radius of the circle, the amplitude of the sinusoid, and the thickness of the
ribbon to describe changes in Ae, At and T respectively. We then demonstrate
how such changes map onto the new morphological variables K,S and I. I
corresponds to a measure of size, as expected. It increases with the thickness of
the ribbon as well as the overall circle radius, for a constant sinusoid amplitude.
S increases with a combination of overall radius and amplitude of the sinusoid,
but decreases with thickness of the ribbon. Finally, K increases with thickness
and sinusoid amplitude, but decreases with overall radius.
3.4. The scaling law derived morphological measures show differences between
TLE and ageing
Equipped with the new measures K, S, and I, we now re-examine our initial
observation that the morphological alterations in TLE resemble those of ageing.
Fig. 4 shows that both ageing, and TLE are associated with similar alterations
in S and I with a similar effect size (decrease in I with d ≈ −0.4, and an increase
in S with d = 0.24 and d = 0.48). However, TLE is associated with an increase
in K compared to controls (d = 0.35), whereas ageing is clearly associated with
a strong decrease in K (d = −0.74). In other words, in terms of the tension
term, brain morphological changes in TLE differ from those in healthy ageing.
3.5. Outlook: Trajectories of disease and ageing processes
We can additionally visualise the average effects from Fig. 4 as datapoints
in the three-dimensional space of spanned by K × S × I, in terms of effect
sizes in each of those three independent variables. In other words, each pro-
cess/condition (ageing, TLE) can be understood as an alteration in K, S, and I
relative to controls/reference. By placing the reference at the origin of this space
(0,0,0), one can visualise the effect of each process a datapoint corresponding
to their effect in K,S and I.
Fig. 5 shows the control/reference as a point at the origin. Ageing and TLE
are represented as two separate datapoints in this space, and clearly separated
by the K component. In such a representation it becomes clear that both pro-
cesses/conditions must have followed a trajectory (indicated by dashed lines in
Fig. 5) that links the control condition with the disease or ageing “end points”.
These trajectories could in theory follow any path, and are not restricted to
particular parts of the space, as the variables are independent. The conceptual
advance of this paper is to enable such a space where the axes are independent.
This now allows for an unbiased study of disease trajectories [17] on an indi-
vidual, or group level. Clustering of trajectories now will reflect shared disease
mechanisms, rather than unaccounted covariance between variables.
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Figure 3: Schematic to provide intuition for the three projection terms K, S, and I
Simulations of basic folded ribbons as sinusoidal oscillations on a circle. In this shape we can
change the overall radius of the encapsulating circle (Ae), the thickness (T ) encapsulated by
the outer and inner oscillations (dark and light blue), and the amplitude of the oscillations,
which dictate the total length of the oscillation (At). By scanning the radius, thickness, and
oscillation amplitude in a 3D space, we can calculate the corresponding value for the K, S,
and I term at different points in this space (colour map). Transparent arrows point in the
directions of change of K, S, and I. Through visualising the changes in K, S, and I in this
3D space, we provide an intuition for how the three terms relate to parameters in a simple
folded structure.
4. Discussion
Using TLE and ageing as examples, we show limitations of using and inter-
preting morphological measures in an univariate manner. To account for the
existing covariance between morphological variables, we suggest using new inde-
pendent variables/measures. These independent measures clearly demonstrate
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Figure 4: Morphological changes in K differ in TLE compared to healthy ageing.
(A) Morphological changes in K, S, and I in the ipsilateral hemisphere in TLE compared to a
control cohort measured as z-scores relative to controls. Violin plots show the distribution of
bootstrapped mean z-scores. Age and sex correction of original morphological measures was
performed before the comparison. (B) Morphological changes in healthy ageing comparing
a younger and older group of adult subjects, measured as z-scores relative to the younger
subject group. Violin plots show the distribution of bootstrapped mean z-scores. Sex cor-
rection of original morphological measures was performed before the comparison. (A & B)
All morphological measures are in terms of a whole cortical hemisphere. Each hemisphere
was treated as a separate datapoint. Beeswarm plots with raw data points are presented in
Supplementary Data.
that although TLE appears morphologically similar to the ageing process on the
surface, these two processes are in fact distinct in terms of their morphological
alterations.
Although we used a whole-hemisphere approach in our examples, parallel
arguments also hold for region-specific changes. We used the whole-hemisphere
analyses to demonstrate the principle that covarying morphological measures
need to be accounted for, however, we acknowledge that ageing and disease
processes should not necessarily be simplified to a whole-hemisphere view when
trying to understand their biological mechanisms. Further, some conditions
may only have localised effects. Thus, to apply our principle to practical ques-
tions of biological mechanisms, we are now extending our work to local/regional
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Figure 5: Trajectories of morphology changes in health and disease. Visualising
the changes in ageing and TLE (same data as Fig. 4) in the 2D projection into K and S
as trajectories from the origin. We chose to show a 2D projection of K × S × I space for
simplicity. Both ageing and TLE process have been centered according to their respective
control group. The respective datapoints are derived from the corresponding d values in each
component from Fig. 4. Dashed lines indicate possible (hypothesised) trajectories. Note that
trajectories can in theory move in any direction in this space, as the axes are now independent.
Shared trajectories would reflect true shared mechanisms of brain morphology change.
measures of brain morphology. Indeed, we previously showed that the scaling
law also holds for lobes/areas of the same brain[11]. This means that local
measures of K,S and I can be derived, based on local measures of cortical
thickness, total and exposed surface area. One approach is to use a parcellation
of the brain. However, in our previous work we noted that information about
the local geometry of the cortex is also required, and a fine-grained parcella-
tion is therefore not recommended. Alternatively, as discussed in our previous
work, it is in theory possible to derive a point-wise/voxel-wise estimate of K,S
and I on the cortical surface, following the same principle as the derivation of
the local gyrification index [18]. This point-wise estimates may help discov-
ery of covert local abnormalities in focal epilepsies, or identification of local
neurodegeneration to act as a sensitive biomarker for effects of disease mod-
ifying drugs, in e.g. Multiple Sclerosis. To make this extension of our work
possible and accessible to others, we have also made our MATLAB code avail-
able (https://github.com/cnnp-lab/CorticalFoldingAnalysisTools), in-
cluding the processing of regionalised measures.
TLE and ageing differ most in the tension term K in our analysis. While
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ageing is associated with a decrease in K (in agreement with previous work
[10, 11]), TLE is associated with an increase in K compared to controls. In the
theoretical derivation of the scaling law, K appears as a term that describes
the pressure applied to the cortical surface [9]. We have previously interpreted
this as CSF pressure, or the average white matter tension [19, 20, 7, 8] exerted
on the grey matter. We previously speculated that the decrease in K could be
interpreted as a slackening of white matter tension, which may be in agreement
with magnetic resonance elastography findings in ageing [21, 22]. By the same
argument, an increase in K in TLE could be interpreted as a stiffening of the
white matter. However, there are no studies in the field yet to confirm or reject
this hypothesis. Further evaluation of the biological basis of these findings is
necessary, with consideration of diffusion properties in white and grey matter
and measures of stiffness, for example as measured with MR elastography [23].
In the scaling law, we consider the variables of cortical thickness, cortical
surface area, and exposed surface area. Other morphological variables such as
cortical volume or intracranial volume are additional frequently-used quanti-
ties. In particular, intracranial volume is often used as a covariate to account
for “brain size”. In our simplified theoretical derivations, cortical volume and
intracranial volume are assumed to be directly determined by a combination of
thickness, total surface area and exposed surface area. However, these volume
variables may well hold additional information not captured in the scaling law
(see e.g. [24]), and we hypothesise that such variables may explain the residual
variance in our data. Future work could perform a data-driven principal com-
ponent decomposition in a well-controlled cohort of subjects and across healthy
development.
Our work has some conceptual parallels and distinctions of our work with
a few established neuroimaging analysis approaches. One prominent approach
that is also concerned with the covariance of morphological quantities is the
so-called “structural covariance analysis” [25]. In that approach, the covariance
is measured between different regions of the brain in terms of one morphologi-
cal measure (e.g. cortical thickness), essentially assessing which regions change
together across subjects. The popular approach is to then understand the covari-
ance as a matrix that describes a network, and compare these networks between
groups. The independent variables K,S and I may be more advantageous in
terms of its reliability and comparability [26] for structural covariance analysis.
A related approach has been termed “morphometric similarity”, where for a
single subject, the covariance between brain region is derived based on their
similarity across a range of morphological measures [27]. However, note that
both types of approaches are concerned with covariance between brain regions,
rather than covariance between morphological measures. We envisage that a
comprehensive framework for cortical morphology would encompass both as-
pects in the future.
Apart from covariance of morphological quantities, our work is also related
to measures of “fractal dimension” of the brain shape (see e.g. [28]). Indeed, a
natural way in which such a universal scaling law could arise would be if cor-
tices were self-similar (in a statistical sense) down to some fundamental length
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scale proportional to cortical thickness, approximating a fractal with fractal
dimension 5/2 (see [10, 11]). This is in the same range as recent reports of
the empirically measured fractal dimension [28, 29]. However, this is just an
indication, not proof, of the hypothesized self-similarity. Future studies will
have to demonstrate that the brain actually approximates a fractal object, by
e.g. relating the scaling of a single cortex undergoing an process of iterated
coarse-graining versus the scaling of different cortices. If confirmed, then addi-
tional concepts from fractal geometry could further enhance our analysis and
understanding of the brain’s folded shape.
Finally, we proposed the notion of “trajectories” in morphological space
(spanned by independent variables), building on related previous work (e.g.
[30]). A key implication of such trajectories is that different brain processes (or
disorders) may cluster in terms of their trajectories, or share parts of their tra-
jectories, potentially indicating shared drivers/pathways/modulations [17, 31].
Especially with a comprehensive region-specific and cross-region analysis of cor-
tical morphology we expect clusters of directions to emerge. On an individual
subject level, our approach may also help to develop more sensitive and specific
biomarkers. Moreover, current efforts to relate morphological alterations to ge-
netic alterations (e.g. [32]) may help to develop an atlas of principal trajectories,
and shed light on potential corresponding biological mechanisms.
In summary, our work represents a significant conceptual advance by con-
tributing independent cortical morphology measures that can be interpreted
without being hampered by other unaccounted morphological covariates. Us-
ing these independent measures we demonstrated that temporal lobe epilepsy,
which appeared to resemble premature ageing in terms of cortical morphology, is
in fact characterised by distinct morphological changes from ageing. The same
principle may resolve some of the existing confusion in the literature regard-
ing morphology alteration in other brain conditions and processes. In future,
we hope that systematic studies of brain morphology can be associated with
the underpinning biological mechanisms, and become a useful tool in biomarker
development and understanding the brain in health and disease.
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